Ahstract-The MIT Cheetah demonstrated a stable 6 mls trot gait in the sagittal plane utilizing the self-stable characteristics of locomotion. This paper presents a numerical analysis of the behavior of a quadruped robot model with the proposed controller. We first demonstrate the existence of periodic trot gaits at various speeds and examine local orbital stability of each trajectory using Poincare map analysis. Beyond the local stability, we additionally demonstrate the stability of the model against large initial perturbations. Stability of trot gaits at a wide range of speed enables gradual acceleration demonstrated in this paper and a real machine. This simulation study also suggests the upper limit of the command speed that ensures stable steady-state running. As we increase the command speed, we observe series of period-doubling bifurcations, which suggests presence of chaotic dynamics beyond a certain level of command speed. Extension of this simulation analysis will provide useful guidelines for searching control parameters to further improve the system performance.
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I. INTRODUC TION
Developing dynamic quadruped machines has been an active field of research in robotics to exploit potential advantages of the legged locomotion: enhanced mobility, versatility and maneuverability in unstructured environments [1] . Even though recent developments such as LittleDog [2] , BigDog [3] , Tekken [4] , and Wildcat [5] have shown successful demonstrations of dynamic locomotion, highly dynamic mobility observed in animals still outperforms what these robots have achieved. For instance, few quadruped robots in publications has shown Froude number (Fr) I of greater than 2 [7] , which is significantly smaller than that of animals [8] .
Robotic researchers have improved their understanding of the complex dynamics of legged locomotion by learn ing insights from biomechanical studies. Achieving highly dynamic locomotion of a quadruped robot is challenging due to the inherent complexity of locomotion mechanics (high order, nonlinear hybrid dynamics with inevitable ground I Fr represents ratio between centripetal force and gravitational force. Due to the dynamic similarity found in animals, Fr has been widely used as a metrics of speed in both animals and robotics [6] . impact), which can be resolved by proper use of intuition obtained from biological observation.
In particular, the self-stabilizing property 2 has been in vestigated, which allows stable locomotion without neuronal feedback [9] . A canonical model of running, 'Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP)" showed that self-stability may rest on properly adjusted leg compliance [10] . Ringrose simulated this self-stabilizing behavior in monopod, biped, and quadruped models with leg compliance at a fixed run ning speed [11] . Several machines employed similar control strategies that hold such self-stablizing characteristics and successfully demonstrated stable gaits [7] , [12] , [13] .
Previously, we developed a controller that consists of 1) a gait pattern modulator to coordinate four legs, 2) a leg trajectory generator to modulate interaction between the robot and the ground, and 3) a leg controller to create virtual leg compliance using impedance control [14] , which is inspired by SLIP model. The MIT Cheetah with the controller recently achieved stable trot-running up to 6 m/s (corresponding Fr � 7.34) in the sagittal plane without atti tude feedback [15] . This experiment supports our hypotheses that the self-stabilizing dynamic locomotion can be achieved with fixed leg compliance and properly designed trajectory of equilibrium points.
To address its inherent complexity, dynamics of legged locomotion have been analyzed using numerical simulation. Although rigorous stability criteria of legged machine is still in question, Poincare return map analysis of periodic motion is widely used to evaluate the stability of legged locomotion, from the SLIP model [16] to more elaborate models which entail specific controller and configuration of quadrupeds [11] , [17] . In legged mechanics, multiple step/stride-periodic gait is often observed, depending on the control/environment parameters. Goswami analyzed period-doubling bifurcations leading chaotic motion of compass biped model by using Poincare analysis [18] . This paper presents a numerical analysis on the dynamic behavior of a 11 degrees-of-freedom quadruped robot model with the previously developed controller. Discussion of the self-stabilizing behavior of the system at a wide range of speeds is one focus of this paper. We examine periodic trot gaits at various speeds and show their local orbital stability using the Poincare analysis. Convergence from large 2 Self-stabilizing locomotion in sagittal plane in robotics is defined as the ability which can sustain steady periodic locomotion without direct control efforts to stabilize the body attitude/height. perturbation to stable limit cycles at various speeds indicates applicability of the controller to real machines. Based on this result, gradual acceleration of the robot was achieved in a stable manner. The paper also focuses on the period doubling bifurcation and possible chaotic behavior at high speeds, which is a characteristic of the trotting controller we developed.
This simulation study suggests a way to find the max imum speed which ensures one stride periodic behavior. We anticipate that further analysis on the dynamic behavior may suggest a guideline for choosing control parameters to enhance the system performance. This paper is organized as follows: Section II and Section III briefly describe a simulation model and the proposed controller. Section IV exhibits interesting simulation results. Section V discusses behavior of the system, followed by conclusion and future works in Section VI.
II. MULTI-BODY DYNAMIC SIMULATOR
A. Modeling a quadruped robot A planar, rigid, 11 degrees of freedom (DoF) quadruped robot model is constructed to describe dynamic behavior of the model in the sagittal plane ( Kinematic constraints are imposed in normal direction to prevent the ground-contact leg i from penetrating the ground (2). Either kinematic or force constraints are imposed in tangential direction, depending on the state (stick/slip) of corresponding leg (3). Equations (1)- (3) are solved for q and Fi,ext .
Impact between legs and the ground is assumed instan taneous and inelastic. Algebraic impact law is obtained by integrating (1) with appropriate constraints [21] . Detailed description of the modelling algorithms is presented in [22] .
III. HIER ARCHICAL CONTROLLER USING SIMPLE IMPEDANCE CONTROL
Among biological observations, we noted 1) the existence of the central pattern generator for multiple leg coordination [23], 2) equilibrium-point hypothesis3 which describe ani mals' motion mechanism [24] , and 3) exploitation of the leg compliance for locomotion [25] .
Inspired by the above observations, we developed a con troller for achieving stable and high-speed trot-running, creating virtual leg compliance. A gait pattern modulator, a leg trajectory generator and a leg impedance controller are hierarchically structured as shown in Fig.2 . The detailed description of the controller is presented in [15] .
A. Control framework
The gait pattern modulator generates swing/stance-phase signals to four legs to create a single stride according to the command speed. The signal generation is activated by ground touchdown of a reference leg (Front right leg). Each swing/stance signal increases from 0 to 1 linearly over desired swing time Tsw and desired stance time Tst, respectively. Ta rget gait pattern is imposed by having fixed time-normalized phase difference between the reference leg and the other legs. The command speed can be modulated by changing the desired stance time by Vd = 2 L T , pan . As shown in Fig. 3 , the swing leg trajectory is designed by using a 12-points Bezier curve, and the stance leg trajectory is designed by a sinusoidal shape with a tunable amplitude which determines the penetration depth of equilibrium point into the ground. Four legs have identical swing trajectory, but the virtual ground-penetration depth OF/OB for the stance trajectories of the front/back legs are set to different values. Each foot has virtual leg compliance created by simple impedance control. The virtual impedance gains commanded by the controller are listed in Table I . 
B. Control strategy
Referring to biological observations [8] , [26] , [27] and preliminary experiments performed on the MIT Cheetah [28], we propose to predetermine all the control parameters but OF/B' We first adjust OF/B to minimize the body height variation at a target speed, 4 m/s in the simulation. With these determined OF/B, we simply change Vd to acceler ate/decelerate the robot model. Interestingly, with the fixed set of control parameters in Table I , the robot model can achieve stable trot-running in a broad range of speeds. In the following sections, we address dynamic characteristics of this self-stabilizing locomotion at various speeds. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The controller is implemented in the dynamic simulator introduced in Section II to analyze the performance of the system: stability analysis of limit cycles, acceleration test, and observation of period-doubling bifurcation phenomenon. The analyses are all conducted in MATLAB R2013a (Math works Inc.). Equations of motion are numerically integrated using ode4 5 solver with absolute/relative tolerance of le-6.
A. Local orbital stability of limit cycles at various sp eeds Steady state locomotion is examined using Poincare anal ysis. We define the Poincare section as the instants when the reference leg detects ground touch down.
(4)
The return map is defined in 21 dimensional space, all states of the 11 DoF robot model except horizontal displace ment which is ignorable coordinate. Among the 21 state variables, we visualize the return map of pitch and height in Fig.4 . The data are obtained from 20 seconds of simulation with arbitrary initial conditions.
In each graph, we can find a fixed point x* that satisfies (5). Existence of fixed points demonstrates existence of periodic motion at each speed. Each periodic trajectory is visualized by projecting it onto pitch and height phase portraits in Fig.5 .
x* = P(x*).
The local orbital stability of the limit cycle 4 is equivalent to the local stability of the fixed point. If all eigenvalues (Floquet multipliers: A) of the linearized mapping fuction about the fixed point (monodromy matrix, �� I x' ) have magnitudes less than one, the fixed point is locally stable, such that perturbation !:::. Xk = Xk -x* dissipates over time [29] . (6) 4 A limit cycle is a simple, closed and isolated trajectory in phase space which attracts nearby trajectories as time goes to infinity or negative infinity. The term 'limit cycle' is used as we found all of these conditions are met.
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B. Convergence from wide-range of perturbation
Local orbital stability only guarantees convergence of motion to the limit cycle from small deviation. In order to implement the controller on a real machine, stability against more realistic range of perturbation should be investigated. Therefore, we demonstrate the dynamic behavior of the robot model under large initial perturbations on three states such as the body pitch, height, and speed.
As shown in Fig.7 , despite state perturbations more than 5 times of steady periodic motion variability, the model behavior converges to each limit cycle. This convergence from wide-range of perturbation suggests that the designed controller is applicable to a real machine. 
C. Gradual acceleration
Recovery from large perturbation in speed to the stable limit cycle shown in Fig.7 implies that the controller can accelerate/decelerate the robot model as shown in Fig. 8 . The robot model is commanded to accelerate gradually from a speed of 1 m/s up to 6 m/s during 35 seconds, then to maintain its speed. Up to 5.5 mIs, variation in both height and pitch gets smaller as stride frequency increases. However, we can observe larger variability at higher speeds. To understand the behavior of the model at high speeds, we examine the Poincare map. Fig.9 shows the speed return map of the model at various speeds. This speed return map clearly illustrates occurrence of period-doubling bifurcations as speed increases.
D. Period-doubling bifurcation points
Up to 5.5 mis, the state of the model converges to a single fixed point (black crossing marks in Fig. 9 ) after sufficient number of iterations (> 90). As the conunand speed (Vd) is changed, the Poincare map is also modified and the corresponding fixed point continuously shifts.
For higher values of speed, the system exhibits perioddoubling phenomena. After the 1 st bifurcation, a period-two gait appears as two points in the map, x * and x * , which are inter-related as in (7).
x * = P(x*) and x * = P(x*)
Each of these points experiences another period-doubling as target speed increases. ' . Fig. 9. Plot a) shows the return map of speed. Plot b) magnifies the highspeed region . Period-one, period-two, and period-four gaits are represented as black, blue, and green crossings, respectively. At even higher speed, periodicity is not defined (red crossings). The simulation was conducted for 100 -180 strides, and the last 32 strides are plotted in the graph.
The transient behavior of the period-two gait is shown in Fig. 10 . The pitch, height, and speed return map show clear evidence of a period-two gait. The states of the model at each stride, Xk, converge to two points of (7), and eventually repeats themselves every two strides. 
V. DISCUSSION

A. Validation of the simulator
The simulator was validated in multiple ways. First, the simulation results are consistent with ten times higher absolute/relative tolerance (le-7) and with a different solver (ode1l3 in MATLAB R2013a).
Second, the net horizontal/vertical impulses applied by the ground reaction forces and the gravitational force per stride are computed in the simulation after sufficient iteration from arbitrary initial condition, as shown in Table II . The impulse computed from the discrete impact map is added to the momentum change. The error in vertical direction corresponds to 0.058 % and 0.022 % in total mass for single stride and average of 30 strides, respectively. The results are consistent with the linear momentum principle in the presence of possible numerical artifacts.
B. Summary of the period-one trot gait created by the proposed controller
The trot gait created by the proposed controller shows several characteristics. The trotting robot model exhibits stable limit cycles at various speeds as shown in Fig. 5 . The stability of limit cycles is supported by Floquet multipliers (Fig.6) , and convergence from large initial perturbation (Fig.7) .
When the robot model accelerates gradually by increasing its stride frequency, it is observed that variation of the body pitch and height are large in low speed regions. The equilibrium trajectories of front/back legs are tuned for the speed of the robot at 4 m/s. The increasing body pitch/height fluctuation at region of different speeds might be due to the strategy of the fixed equilibrium trajectories. The parameter sweep on the oFloB at various speeds would enable minimal variation of the body pitchlheight at various speeds.
It should be noted that these subsequent findings were achieved with the controller without any attitude measure ment. Thus, the self-stabilizing property of the robot-and controller system is validated.
C. Bifurcation points and possible chaotic dynamics
We observed period doubling bifurcation points which introduced period-two gaits and period-four gaits. The blue crossing mark at 5.5 mls is barely noticeable as a period two gait in the scale of Fig.9 . Hence, the 1 st bifurcation point is expected to locate near 5.5 m/s. There might exist a cascade of period-doubling bifurcation points which induce period-2n gaits such as period-eight, however the result presented in this paper does not show them. More dense search in the high range of speed needs to be conducted to observe more period-doubling bifurcation points, if exist, because in general progression of bifurcation occurs along with smaller change of parameters (Vd in this paper) [IS] .
Period-doubling bifurcations caused by extreme velocities has also been observed in biped models and debatably in humans with the phenomenon of functional asymmetry [30] , although further investigation is required to conclude this is a characteristic of legged locomotion or not.
A cascade of period-doubling bifurcation in legged ma chines often leads to chaotic dynamic behavior, as observed in [IS] . To verify whether the system behavior is chaotic or not, 1) the fractal dimension, which provides a lower bound for Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension can be computed using the algorithm provided in [31], 2) we can examine whether nearby trajectories exponentially diverges [32], or 3) we can conduct a large number of iteration to reveal broad-band frequency characteristics of a chaotic system [IS] .
As shown in Fig.S and Fig. 10 , period-doubling incor porates large fluctuation in pitch and height, which might be undesirable in the use of legged machine. In general, large fluctuation might be undesirable for the purpose of transportation, and may induce large impact loss which harms energy efficiency.
However, it should be noted that all of the simulation re sults are obtained with a predefined, fixed control parameters as in Ta ble I. Even though we do not report the result here, our preliminary study showed that changing some of the control parameters affects the occurrence of bifurcation at a certain speed. Therefore, a further systematic investigation is required.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A. Conclusions
Locomotive stability of the controller presented in [15] was validated with analyses presented in this paper. A dynamic simulator with a complex model was constructed. In the simulation, we analyzed orbital stability of periodic locomotion. Further, the simulation revealed that a single set of predefined control parameters with fixed leg compliance and properly tuned oFloB can accomplish not only stable periodic locomotion at a wide range of speed but also a gradual acceleration. Lastly, subsequent period-doubling bifurcation points are found as the command speed increases. The behavior of the system at high speed appears to be chaotic, but further analysis is required to be sure.
After the performance was verified in the simulation, the controller was implemented on the MIT Cheetah and achieved self-stabilizing trot running accelerating up to 6 mls with small height/pitch variation (2.7 cml 2.6 deg at 6 m/s) as shown in the Appendix [15] .
High speed robot running with complex dynamics re quires fast computation. Self-stability with minimal sensory feedback and control efforts can significantly contribute to resolving this challenge. More elaborate tasks can be achieved by adding higher level controllers on top of the presented controller, as mentioned in [11] .
B. Future works
We plan to perform further analysis on the dynamic behaviors of this model. Several candidates are listed below.
• Quantitative analysis on the basin of attraction should be performed for each limit cycle to figure out range of disturbance the self-stability can handle.
• Optimal relation between control parameters can be found. The constrained search space may limit the performance. We can relax fixedlpredefined control pa rameters and investigate effects of each on performance.
• The behavior of the system at high speeds should be re visited to determine whether it actually has chaotic mo tion. We can also investigate how each control parame ters affect bifurcation points: the bifurcation can occur at higherllower speed. Examination of system behavior with fine grid «0.1 mls resolution) of Vd is required to observe cascade of period-doubling bifurcations.
• Bifurcation phenomenon in the experimental robot can be investigated at speeds higher than the maximum speed achieved in the previous experiment. 
